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Abstract. Under-resourced domain problem is significant in automatic
speech recognition, especially in small languages such as Hungarian or in
fields where data is often confidential such as finance and medicine. We
introduce a method using word embedding and smooth inverse frequency
(SIF) based distance measurement to filter public domain web corpora.
The selection for (medical) domain matching documents can be scaled.
The resulted text is used to train an augmented language model for a
medical dictation system. We show that using the appropriately scaled
selection leads to optimal performance of the ASR system over the baselines where no data augmentation was applied or all the augmentation
data was added.
Keywords: data selection, data acquisition, smooth inverse frequency,
automatic speech recognition, sentence embedding

1

Introduction

In automatic speech recognition (ASR) - as well as in every machine learning
field - we need data that fits well to the later area of usage. In some cases (eg. in
healthcare, financial) such data are very difficult and costly to collect, and even
if they are available, their amount is far below what is required.
In a typical ASR system there are two main models that require data to train
them, the acoustic and the language model. The former is trainable with nondomain-specific (general) data, however the latter cannot produce output words
that are not included in the training set, so domain-specific data is essential.
Overall this phenomenon results in lower accuracy speech recognition systems,
with narrow usability.
To tackle this problem, the usual approach is to add general data to the
training set that is not related to the targeted topic. However, this method
typically only slightly improves the accuracy of speech recognition, while also
can multiply the size of the models and thus the resource requirements.
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This paper explores whether general data can effectively be filtered using
machine learning methods and domain-specific training data, and whether the
filtered data can be used as training data to increase accuracy of an ASR system.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we wrote about the
different data acquisition techniques used during ASR development. Section 3
contains information about the data sets employed here. Section 4 continues with
the settings of the experiments carried out in this paper, including the different
word embedding models explored and the word embedding aggregation method
used. The different settings were evaluated in an independent test set, the results
are presented in Section 5. The paper finishes with conclusions in Section 6.

2

Related Works

We can distinguish between three main approaches, addressing this under-resourced
domain problem, such as text generation and augmentation, text translation and
data crawling. We will briefly introduce them in that order.
Text generation using recurrent neural network (RNN) architectures is a
common application that can be used to address this problem (Barzilay and
Lapata, 2005), (Koncel-Kedziorski et al., 2019). Creating text of similar nature
to the available limited amount of domain specific data is one straightforward
way to increase the size of the corpus. Transformer networks are also used for
this task (Tarján et al., 2020), as they tend to provide state-of-the-art results in
the field of natural language processing (NLP) and especially in text generation
(Brown et al., 2020), (Devlin et al., 2018).
One different approach of data augmentation was shown in (Wei and Zou,
2019). Through simple operations like synonym replacement, random insertion,
random swap, and random deletion this was able to improve the performance of
the examined neural networks on five different NLP tasks.
In the case of end-to-end ASR (E2E) it has been shown that a back-translation
(Sennrich et al., 2015), (Lample et al., 2017) style data augmentation could improve its performance (Hayashi et al., 2018). An E2E ASR system is typically an
encoder-decoder neural network, and it is only trainable with voice, text pairs
(Cho et al., 2014), (Sutskever et al., 2014). This method can utilize unpaired
text corpora, as they are used to train only the decoder network.
Language models trained on a machine translated text have been found to be
useful in a low-resourced setting (Jensson et al., 2008). Cross-lingual language
model pretraining could also effectively be used for under-resourced languages
(Lample and Conneau, 2019). Overall we found that medical data is confidential
in every developed country, therefore it is similarly difficult to acquire clean data
in e.g. English as in Hungarian.
Many publications refer to online text data acquisition as a possible solution
(Sethy et al., 2006), (Remus and Biemann, 2016a). One approach is focused webcrawling (Chakrabarti et al., 2000). This term refers to the process of crawling
the web in a guided way with focus on a specific topic. Without any labeled data,
one proven method is language model and perplexity based crawling (Remus and
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Biemann, 2016b). In (Vogel et al., 2020) they used different document similarity
measuring methods to automatically collect in-domain texts from the web.
Our work differs from existing approaches as we used traditional crawling to
acquire data, and filtered this data to get the final training set. In this way we
could find the closest documents to our domain, therefore we did not have to set
a hard limit to determine which documents were close enough to our reference.
In addition, to the best of our knowledge this kind of document similarity based
database creation is not yet published for Hungarian language.

3

Data Sources

The experiments presented in this paper were carried out using several datasets
which will be explained in the next subsections.
WebBeteg: To evaluate the accuracy of our models, we needed a database that
contained topic-specific data but also many other irrelevant data. For this, we
selected the medical question-and-answer section of the WebBeteg Hungarian
healthcare site1 .
The resulting database contains nearly 150 000 questions, of which 10% contain medical records (based on manual sampling and evaluation).
From this database, we manually selected 50 documents that contained medical records. We have considered this as the reference set. Our goal was to find
similar entries in the rest of the database. This set contains 3256 tokens, its
vocabulary size is 1751. As we used our reference set as a test set, we created
audio files from the selected texts. The text audio is 36 minutes long.
Proprietary data: A large, but to our specific task only loosely related medical database was already available. This includes medical journals, medication
descriptions, and a small amount of X-ray records. The database consists of 1
717 851 unique tokens, overall its size is 60 362 655 tokens.

4

Methods

4.1

Word Embeddings

In order to use words in machine learning models, they have to be represented
with a numerical form. Over the years researchers have used many word representations like bag-of-words, one-hot encoded vectors etc. However the recent
neural models like word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and Glove (Pennington et al.,
2014) provide better representations to the words considering its context, too.
Their main weakness is that every word has a unique word embedding regardless
of the context it appears. As an example the word ’bank’ in two sentences - “I
1

https://www.webbeteg.hu/orvos-valaszol
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am walking by the river bank” and “I deposited money to the bank” would have
the same embeddings which can be confusing for machine learning models. The
recent introduction of contextualised word representations solved this problem
by providing vectors for words considering their context too. In this way the
word ’bank’ in the above sentences has two different embeddings. As a result,
contextualised word embeddings perform better than standard word embeddings
in many natural language processing tasks like question answering, textual entailment etc. (Devlin et al., 2018). The following words representation models
were considered for the experiments.
FastText FastText is a library for learning word embeddings based on (Bojanowski et al., 2017). This provides a model, which is based on the skip-gram
model, where each word is represented as a bag of character n-grams. A vector
representation is associated with each character n-gram; words being represented
as the sum of these representations. This representation has a very useful effect
on a corpus with many rare words (eg. corpora written in an agglutinative language, or a corpus with a lot of misspelled words): similar words have similar
representations, if they are in the same context. We used a pretrained model
provided in the official fasttext website.2 It is a 300 dimension embedding, and
it was trained on the Hungarian Wikipedia.
ELMo ELMo introduced by (Peters et al., 2018) uses bidirectional language
model (biLM) to learn both word (e.g., syntax and semantics) and linguistic
context. After pretraining, an internal state of vectors can be transferred to
downstream natural language processing tasks. We used a pre-trained Hungarian
model provided in (Che et al., 2018), (Fares et al., 2017) which trained on a
20 million sample of WikiDump3 and Common Crawl4 . Using the model we
represented each word as a vector with a size of 4096 values.
4.2

Smooth Inverse Frequency

We acquired sentence embeddings using Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) proposed by (Arora et al., 2017) and then calculated the cosine similarity between
those embeddings.
Semantically speaking, taking the average of the word embeddings in a sentence tends to give too much weight to words that are quite irrelevant. Smooth
Inverse Frequency tries to solve this problem in two steps.
– Weighting: Smooth Inverse Frequency takes the weighted average of the word
embeddings in the sentence:
a
a X
· vw
(1)
vs0 =
|s| w∈s a + P (w)

2
3
4

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html
https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
https://commoncrawl.org/
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where s is the input sentence, w is a word in s, vw is the word embedding
of w, P (w) is the estimated frequency of w and a is a parameter that is
typically set to 0.001.
– Common component removal: We assume that there is n sentences in the corpus, in the next step SIF creates a matrix from all the previously calculated
sentence embeddings:
0
0
0
X = [vs1
|vs2
|...|vsn
]
(2)
Then the algorithm computes the principal component of X. It then subtracts their projections on first principal component from these sentence
embeddings:
vs = vs0 − uuT vs0
(3)

where u is the principal component of X. This should remove variation related to frequency and syntax that is less relevant semantically. vs1 is the
final sentence embedding output for sentence s1.

As a result, Smooth Inverse Frequency downgrades unimportant words such
as but, just, etc., and keeps the information that contributes most to the semantics of the sentence. After acquiring the sentence embeddings for a pair of
sentences, the cosine similarity between those two vectors were taken to represent
the similarity between them.
In (Ranasinghe et al., 2019) they showed that SIF with the previously presented word embeddings can perform in the same level as the much more complex
transformer networks on the task of document similarity, therefore we chose these
methods in our paper.
4.3

Language modeling

N-gram models Back-off, n-gram language models (BNLMs) are still commonly used in online, single-pass speech transcription systems due to their lower
source demand and high compatibility with Weighted Finite-State Transducer
(WFST) decoders. Hence we applied BNLMs as our language models in our experiments. All BNLMs are trained with modified Kneser-Ney discounting (Chen
and Goodman, 1996) applying the implementation of SRI language modeling
toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). We carried out a preliminary experiment on the development set and found 3-gram the optimal LM order for word BNLMs.

5

Results

This section describes the evaluation results of WebBeteg data for all methods we
mentioned above. All experiments were evaluated using WER (word error rate),
and LER (letter error rate) of the ASR system. We also calculated the perplexity
and the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word count for every language model. The
latter gives us a more precise image of the goodness of our text filtering method,
as it does not include the noise from the acoustic model. However during our
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evaluation we considered WER and LER more important metrics, as our final
goal was to improve the ASR system and these gave us information about the
accuracy of the whole ASR system, not just the language model.
A new language model was trained for every setup, but the acoustic model
and the decoding remained the same. The latter two are described thoroughly in
(Varga et al., 2015). The following subsections will discuss the results in detail
in each case.
5.1

FastText and SIF

We assigned a vector to the texts in the WebBeteg database and to the reference
text using the SIF algorithm (Arora et al., 2017) and FastText word embedding
(Bojanowski et al., 2017). We then calculated the cosine similarity between the
text vectors and the reference vector, and established an order based on these
distances. Then, we selected the first n pieces from the database based on the
order. The names of the models were created from this n number: for example,
in the FastText f100 model, we selected the first 100 items from the WebBeteg
database. Table 1 shows the size of the resulting text sets. We created a language
model from it, and interpolated with the language model from the proprietary
database (see Section 3). The interpolation weights of the two models were 0.5,
0.5, based on a one variable optimization process.
dataset

Token count

Unique token count

Proprietary data

60 362 655

1 717 851

WebBeteg

13 068 749

945 280

WebBeteg f100

20 310

6 802

WebBeteg f1 000

158 851

33 171

WebBeteg f10 000

1 228 734

181 089

WebBeteg f100 000

9 138 986

700 208

Table 1. The token count, and the unique token count of the different databases. (e.g.
WebBeteg f100 is the first 100 best text from WebBeteg database - see section 5.1)

Table 2 shows the results for models using the data sorted by FastText and
SIF methods as we described above.
5.2

ELMo and SIF

We followed the same algorithm as described in Section 5.1, with the difference that ELMo embedding (Peters et al., 2018) was used instead of FastText
embedding.
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The naming conventions are the same as before: for example, in ELMo f100
we selected the first 100 elements of the WebBeteg database to train the model.
The results are shown in the Table 2.

model name size

WER (%)

LER (%)

perplexity

OOV (%)

baseline1

27.14

8.36

580

3.34

baseline2

23.34

6.92

406

3.14

f100

24.03

7.08

398

3.34

f1 000

22.86

6.57

295

3.34

f10 000

23.14

6.98

278

3.21

f100 000

23.21

6.95

379

3.14

f100

24.28

7.15

402

3.34

f1 000

23.28

6.78

279

3.31

f10 000

22.97

6.79

268

3.24

f100 000

23.34

6.92

392

3.14

FastText

ELMo

Table 2. The WER, LER, perplexity and OOV results of the different models described
in Section 5. Baseline1 and baseline2 are when we add nothing or everything from
WebBeteg respectively.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we filtered an online database to create a smaller in-domain set.
We examined whether the WER and LER values of a speech recognizer can be
improved by interpolating the language model created from this textset with
another language model trained on an orders of magnitude larger database,
thereby adapting the resulting language model to the task.
The results (Table 2) show that the recognition metrics of the models after
one point begin to decrease with the additional data. This is advantageous as we
can improve the model without a huge increase in complexity or size. We also
established that a more complex word embedding like ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
can’t improve the aforementioned filtering. The reason why there is no significant
difference between results of the different embedding techniques applied requires
further investigations. Overall we found it useful to perform text similarity based
filtering for noisy databases used in speech recognition training.
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